Clinical Management of Patients with Ebola Virus Disease in Well-resourced Settings.
In outbreak response against Ebola virus disease (EVD), hospitals isolating the patients have a vital role to control disease transmission in communities. As of May 2015, there have been 7 suspected cases of EVD reported in Japan, but all of them were negative for ebolavirus. When a suspected case traveling from West Africa had no direct contact with EVD patients, the probability of EVD would be generally low. Patients with EVD seem more infectious when they have gastrointestinal symptoms. The peak of disease is usually observed at day 7-10 of illness. Over 25 patients with EVD have been treated in Europe and North America during the current outbreak. Lower mortality rate observed in the well-resourced settings could be attributable to aggressive supportive therapy including mechanical ventilation and renal replacement therapy. The safety and effectiveness of investigational drugs remain unknown. Protecting healthcare workers from infection is so important that guidelines on personal protective equipment and post-exposure prophylaxis are developing. Although the number of designated hospitals has increased across Japan, the current medical care system for patients with highly infectious diseases deserves reconsideration.